Overview

One of the most common causes of a breach is a successful phishing campaign. Whether it is a targeted campaign against your C-suite (whaling) or a spray-and-pray campaign, it is important to understand how your controls and users stack up to this increasingly regular attack method.

Cobalt’s seasoned Security Consultants will work with you to understand exactly what you need tested, and then build a custom program for you. We can test your technical controls through a complex campaign, or dial the complexity back and test your end-users.

At the end of the campaign(s), Cobalt will supply you with a detailed anonymized report. We do not believe in naming and shaming those who failed the test. Instead, we focus on important statistics and concrete remediation guidance. The more regularly you test with us, the more valuable our data and the tests themselves become.

Key Benefits

- Test your technical security controls to validate efficacy
- Gauge the effectiveness of your security awareness training
- Make data-driven decisions around the most common method of data breach
- Ensure your environment is holistically tested for vulnerabilities
**Offering Details**

Meet with one of our Security Consultants to design the perfect social engineering program for your organization. From compliance-based testing to complex campaigns that bypass technical controls, we have a solution for you.

We save the data gathered during each phishing engagement. So if you’re looking to conduct regular phishing tests with us, we can show you trends and make recommendations for improvement over time.

At a high level, here’s what you can expect from our Phishing Services:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before</th>
<th>During</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before a phishing engagement ever kicks off, we’ll have an initial discussion with you to align on your end goals and share our unique testing plan for you. We’ll then have a follow-up call to review the plan, make final adjustments, and agree on a testing timeline.</td>
<td>During the engagement itself, we can participate in check-ins with your team as needed.</td>
<td>At the end of the engagement, you’ll receive an anonymized report, which includes suggestions from our team of experts, along with a roadmap you can follow to improve in the areas where we detected weaknesses. If desired, we can conduct a close-out call to review the recommended remediation steps and ask any questions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Don’t see what you need? If you can dream it, we can build it. Reach out to us at professional_services@cobalt.io.